
C-Magic Product Descriptions

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

PRODUCT 
 

 

C-Magic Detail Kit 

$149.99 

 

Our C

great items in our new detail bag. Keep everything together in 

this great bag either while attending a show or 

Saturday night drive.

This is the best value of all our Details Kits. It consists of: Wash, 

Wax, Detail Wax, Leather Cleaner/ Conditioner, Vinyl Interior & 

Underhood, Tire Finish, Metal Polish, Two Foam Applicator Pads, 

and Three Microfiber 

A terrific savings over the regular item pricing! 

 C
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS 
Our C-Magic Detail Kit features our trademark bag containing 12 

great items in our new detail bag. Keep everything together in 

this great bag either while attending a show or just out for a 

Saturday night drive. 

This is the best value of all our Details Kits. It consists of: Wash, 

Wax, Detail Wax, Leather Cleaner/ Conditioner, Vinyl Interior & 

Underhood, Tire Finish, Metal Polish, Two Foam Applicator Pads, 

and Three Microfiber Towels. 

A terrific savings over the regular item pricing!  Guaranteed

C-Magic is NOT affiliated with GM, General Motors
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

Magic Detail Kit features our trademark bag containing 12 

great items in our new detail bag. Keep everything together in 

just out for a 

This is the best value of all our Details Kits. It consists of: Wash, 

Wax, Detail Wax, Leather Cleaner/ Conditioner, Vinyl Interior & 

Underhood, Tire Finish, Metal Polish, Two Foam Applicator Pads, 

Guaranteed 

Magic is NOT affiliated with GM, General Motors or Corvette. 
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Exterior Detail Kit  

$56.99 $41.99 25% OFF! 

 

Our Exterior Detail Kit features our WASH (which contains Detail 

Wax in the formula) along with our WAX and DETAIL WAX. Also 

included are our custom foam Applicator Pad and our M/F 

Towel. A terrific savings over the regular item pricing! 

View the description and application areas for information on 

these excellent products as reviewed in the May 2008 Corvette 

Enthusiast Magazine! 

Guaranteed 

 

  

Tire/Wheel Kit  

$36.99 

 

This kit includes our Tire Finish and Metal Polish along with our 

custom Foam Applicator and Micro Fiber Towel. A great way to 

both polish your wheels (and exhaust tips) and treat your tire 

with our water based LOW shine Tire Finish.  

Guaranteed 

 

  

World Class™ Wax (16 oz) 

$19.99 

 

C-Magic’s World Class™ WAX introduction finally achieves what 

other waxes have promised but failed to achieve. Polymer based 

for exceptional longevity, our wax provides optical clarity with 

the warmth, gloss and shine depth unparalleled in other wax 

systems.  

Our state of the art bonding agents perform for a minimum of 6 

months while providing a shine that has only been available in 

carnaubas before our introduction. Independent lab analysis 

verified this protection in numerous tests.  

World Class™ WAX will not stain trim, leaves no white residue 

and most importantly can be layered over indefinitely. While 

other waxes require you to mix or undergo numerous successive 

coating steps, World Class™ WAX simply allows recoating as 

often as you like. No messy preparation – no waiting – no 2-3 

coats in a certain time period. Simply recoat as often as you 

prefer!  
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While most wax products are formulated for shine or some other 

characteristic, C-Magic™ understood from the beginning 

formulation that application and removal where as important as 

the final product appearance and protection. If it is difficult to 

apply, difficult to remove, then it is not the product people want.  

Removed with World Class™ DETAIL WAX, you achieve a warm 

lustrous shine unlike anything you have experienced with other 

waxes.  

Guaranteed 

 

  

World Class™ Detail Wax 

(16 oz) 

$17.99 

 

C-Magic™ incredible Detail System is designed to be used both as 

a quick detail wax and to remove the wax haze in waxing your 

automobile. Experience the easiest haze removal you've ever 

experienced while enjoying a streak free finish. Our DETAIL WAX 

adds wax components, clarity enhancers and bonding agents to 

allow even more surface stability, while providing that deep 

warm shine that other polymers only hope to duplicate. 

You will notice immediately that our World Class™ DETAIL WAX 

allows working time while applying and will not dissipate before 

you finish a panel. 

Used as a quick detailer, you will experience a rejuvenated finish 

when you apply between washings. The clarity agents and 

bonding agents will help your polish to continue to perform as 

designed. Use as a show car enhancer or just to renew your 

finish. You will be surprised with its exceptional qualities. 

Engineered to Shine™ will have a new meaning once you've tried 

our World Class™ DETAIL WAX. 

Guaranteed 
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World Class™ Detail Wax 

(32 oz) New! 

$28.99  

 

Now available in a 32 ounce size! A savings of $7 over the two 

individual pint equivalents. 

C-Magic™ incredible Detail System is designed to be used both as 

a quick detail wax and to remove the wax haze in waxing your 

automobile. Experience the easiest haze removal you've ever 

experienced while enjoying a streak free finish. Our DETAIL WAX 

adds wax components, clarity enhancers and bonding agents to 

allow even more surface stability, while providing that deep 

warm shine that other polymers only hope to duplicate. 

You will notice immediately that our World Class™ DETAIL WAX 

allows working time while applying and will not dissipate before 

you finish a panel. 

Used as a quick detailer, you will experience a rejuvenated finish 

when you apply between washings. The clarity agents and 

bonding agents will help your polish to continue to perform as 

designed. Use as a show car enhancer or just to renew your 

finish. You will be surprised with its exceptional qualities. 

Engineered to Shine™ will have a new meaning once you've tried 

our World Class™ DETAIL WAX. 

Guaranteed 

 

  

World Class™ Leather  

(16 oz) 

$17.99 

 

Over time, sunlight dries out leather. Dirt, along with body oils 

saturates leather pores in the seat surface. World Class™ 

LEATHER is formulated to help restore your interior's drying 

leather and by replacing the natural oils with lanolins and other 

proteins. Additional softening agents help to relax the tautness 

and restore flexibility to your vehicle leather while imparting a 

low luster. 

Remember to treat your interior at least once a month to 

remove contaminants and restore your leather nutriments. 

World Class™ LEATHER fragrance will remind you of how leather 

should smell. 
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Your search for a corrective leather treatment is over with World 

Class™ LEATHER! 

Guaranteed 

 
World Class™ Tire Finish 

(16 oz) 

$15.99  

 

C-Magic™ TIRE FINISH is formulated expressly to achieve the 

original OEM tire appearance. 

Our benchmark in development, was to achieve what many 

products state as attributes, but what we have found was very 

difficult to achieve - no spin off or sling off. Additionally we 

found true enthusiasts wanted a finish that could be applied 

onto the tread grooves for show events and displays, not to 

mention they needed a non-solvent approach for that natural 

appearance. 

If you have been searching for these attributes in a tire finish 

that gives you that original OEM tire appearance, look no 

further! 

Our Tire Finish truly achieves these goals and has been accepted 

by enthusiasts displaying older classics or Corvettes to collector 

cars on show fields at Ferrari Cavalino and Pebble Beach. 

Tire Finish can also be used underhood on all rubber and vinyl 

to achieve the same low luster appearance, as well as, interior 

vinyl and dashes. 

Guaranteed 

 
World Class™ Tire Finish 

(32 oz) New! 

$24.99  

 

Now available in a 32 ounce size! A savings of $7 over the two 

individual pint equivalents. 

C-Magic™ TIRE FINISH is formulated expressly to achieve the 

original OEM tire appearance. 

Our benchmark in development, was to achieve what many 

products state as attributes, but what we have found was very 

difficult to achieve - no spin off or sling off. Additionally we 

found true enthusiasts wanted a finish that could be applied 

onto the tread grooves for show events and displays, not to 
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mention they needed a non-solvent approach for that natural 

appearance. 

If you have been searching for these attributes in a tire finish 

that gives you that original OEM tire appearance, look no 

further! 

Our Tire Finish truly achieves these goals and has been accepted 

by enthusiasts displaying older classics or Corvettes to collector 

cars on show fields at Ferrari Cavalino and Pebble Beach. 

Tire Finish can also be used underhood on all rubber and vinyl 

to achieve the same low luster appearance, as well as, interior 

vinyl and dashes. 

Guaranteed 

 
World Class™ Wash (16 oz) 

$11.99 

 

C-Magic™, along with external chemists and formulators, 

analyzed what we could do to achieve a more controlled wash 

product. First was the ability to buffer the automobile surface 

from scratches during the cleaning process. Second was to keep 

the vehicle wet during the wash process to prevent water 

spotting. Finally, have longevity in the suds to complete the wash 

without diminishing. Tough to do, but we are confident that we 

have achieved these goals along with the correct washing 

procedures.  

Innovative in our approach, we actually found a low suds 

approach is more easily controlled than an excessive suds 

approach. While extreme suds offered a “good feeling”, we 

found we had to be very careful to rinse thoroughly while 

continuing to keep the vehicle wet during the wash cycle.  

We think our WORLD CLASS™ WASH will satisfy your search for a 

superior wash product. Our formulation keeps the surface wet 

while you continue to wash without water spotting. Bug removal 

will be a breeze with this product. A Florida favorite for Love Bug 

season.  

Guaranteed 
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Interior and Underhood 

Vinyl/ Plastics/Rubber 

Protectant (16 oz)  

$14.99 

 

C-Magic's newest introduction is a dedicated 

Vinyl/Plastics/Rubber protectant/finish that restores sun fade 

while imparting a MATTE OEM finish to your vehicle’s 

components. 

Extremely dry – NON GREASY- does not show fingerprints or 

smudges. Easily applied to all Plastics Trim, both underhood 

shrouds, hoses, plastics and interior trim and dash. Shine can be 

reduced by simply adding water to your satisfaction.  

 Long lasting protection with UV. 

 
Interior and Underhood 

Vinyl/ Plastics/Rubber 

Protectant (32 oz) New! 

$22.99  

 

Now available in a 32 ounce size! A savings of $7 over the two 

individual pint equivalents. 

C-Magic's newest introduction is a dedicated 

Vinyl/Plastics/Rubber protectant/finish that restores sun fade 

while imparting a MATTE OEM finish to your vehicle’s 

components. 

Extremely dry – NON GREASY- does not show fingerprints or 

smudges. Easily applied to all Plastics Trim, both underhood 

shrouds, hoses, plastics and interior trim and dash. Shine can be 

reduced by simply adding water to your satisfaction.  

 Long lasting protection with UV. 

 

Metal Polish (16 oz)  

$19.95 

 

C-Magic's Metal Polish quickly imparts a high luster on 

aluminum, stainless steel and chrome. 

Use it on exhaust tips, wheels and engine accessories. Use 

anywhere oxidation or pitting has deteriorated the surface or a 

high sheen is required. 

 
High Density Foam 

Applicators 

$4.99 

 

C-Magic’s new Foam Applicators are custom cut from high speed 

rotary buffing pads. These pads will NOT deteriorate with age, 

repeated use or washing. Will NOT tear. We haven’t yet 

determined the lifespan on these pads as 2 years + of repeated 

use has not caused fatigue.   
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Not too big nor too small, it is easily the best pad available. 

 

This pad can be washed and re-used, but make sure to wash by 

hand. Excellent wax coverage and no skips will delight users. 

 
Microfiber Towel 

$4.99 

 

Our microfiber towel has been described as the "best" standard - 

sized, general purpose towel by Corvette Enthusiast Magazine 

(May 2008). We call it the most efficient towel we've ever used 

to remove wax haze or as a wipe down towel for "quick 

detailing." 

16" x 16" of microfiber material, there are NO NYLON edges to 

cut or scratch your prized automobile. Some larger towels make 

it difficult to keep them from spreading over too large a surface, 

while smaller ones prevent enough surface to effectively remove 

the wax haze. 

This towel has the right construction weave to be effective, the 

right size and without nylon edges that scratch. Your acceptance, 

as always is Guaranteed!  

 
Microfiber Combo Pack 

$6.99 

 

Our microfiber towel has been described as the "best" standard - 

sized, general purpose towel. We call it the most efficient towel 

we've ever used to remove wax haze or as a wipe down towel for 

"quick detailing".  

Combine our microfiber towel with our wax applicator pad and 

you're ready to wax and detail your automobile regardless of 

where you find yourself. The towel is 16" x 16" of microfiber 

material, the pad is 6" x 4" x 1". 

This towel and pad have the right construction weave to be 

effective, the right size and without nylon edges that scratch. 

Your acceptance, as always is Guaranteed!  

 
Microfiber Three Pack 

$13.99 

 

Our microfiber towel has been described as the "best" standard - 

sized, general-purpose towel in Corvette Enthusiast Magazine 

(May 2008). We call it the most efficient towel we have ever 
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used to remove wax haze or as a wipe down towel for "quick 

detailing".  

The towel is 16" x 16" of microfiber material. Use to remove the 

wax haze or to apply a quick detailer, you will be surprise with 

the results you get with these towels. A three pack, these towels 

will last for years and safely perform almost any detailing task 

one desires. 

This towel and pad have the right construction weave to be 

effective, the right size and without nylon edges that scratch. 

Your acceptance, as always, is guaranteed!  

 
 C-Magic Apparel 

Be the best dressed person at the show while protecting your 

clothing – not to mention your head, while wearing our C-Magic 

apparel!  

T-Shirts, $10  

Our C-Magic t-shirts are 100% cotton, pre-shrunk, and made by 

Port and Company. Our corportate C-Magic logo (front only - 

approx. 12") stands out in any crowd and can be seen at car 

shows from the local drive in to Pebble Beach! 

Hats, $8  

Protect your head while wearing our C-Magic baseball style hats. 

Comes in red, white, or black. Specify color during checkout 

under "Additional Information." 

Apron, $12  

Our knee length apron comes with pockets and is washable for 

repeated use. 
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If you have any comments, suggestions, or questions, please contact us as we will be happy to assist  

you in any way we can. For your convenience we can be reached at contact@cmagicwax.com.  

You may also call us at 1-866-760-CWAX. 

As always, it is a pleasure to serve your automobile wax and detail needs. Don’t forget to “like” us on 

Facebook and share your experience with others. 

 

www.CMagicWax.com 


